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摘  要 

















































  With the deepening of economic globalization and the development of 
science and technology,international specialization extends its level from product to 
Intra-product process.Intra-product specialization and Intra-product trade have 
become to increase since 1970s.The research on position and role of China in East 
Asia will show the comparative advantage in international specialization for China 
so as to gain the utmost trade interests and provide strategic choices in further 
promoting China’s economic integration to East Asia. 
Firstly,this paper overviews Intra-product specialization and trade from the 
aspects of definition,the related concepts and comparison,measurement 
methods;Secondly,it analyses the status quo of some economic parts in East Asia on 
Intra-product specialization and trade as well as its influencing factors;Thirdly,it 
describes concretely the position and role of China in East Asia’s Intra-product 
specialization and trade from the aspects of structure and competitive 
power,besides,it analyses China’s participation measurement and value-added 
situation of some industries.Finally,it presents some specific recommendations. 
We draw the main conclusions as follows.The position and role of China in East 
Asia’s Intra-product specialization and trade is rising and China ,as the center 
of“new triangle trade”,is gradually becoming East Asia’s largest net importer of parts 
and components and the main assembly and proccessing base.With China’s process 
of integrating into East Asia production networks,capital and technology-intensive 
industries have gained development,but they’re still limited to labor-intensive 
production processes and the level of professionalism,added value is still 
low .Therefore,we should extend the production value chain and so on to improve 
China’s position and role in East Asia and world’s Intra-product specialization and 
trade. 
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